Order Note
Overview
The Order Note is an extension to enhance the customer(s) shopping experience.
Sometimes, customer(s) want to add a special note for the vendor while placing the order.
PHPStudios_OrderNote extension allows your customer(s) to add a special note, message,
or comment while placing their order which they and the vendor can view. The vendor can
reply to the customer using the Email functionality if he wants or if it is relevant to some
recommendation in the order, the vendor can take care of it as well. This extension works
for the community, enterprise, and cloud versions.

Features
•
•
•
•

Provides a note block on the order checkout page.
Guest user(s) & logged-in customer(s) can write notes to their orders just by
entering them in the note block.
Vendor(s) can set the maximum length of the order note from the backend
configurations.
Vendor(s) can set the visibility of order notes to the customer(s) in their dashboard
order view page.

Shared Package (Core Module)
There is a shared package (core module) associated with this extension having store
configuration, menu items, and logos. This extension expects to have a core module
installed along/before with the extension as this extension has a dependency on the Core
module. PHPStudios_Core is free of cost.
The following command is to install PHPStudios_Core before installation of
PHPStudios_OrderNote module:
• composer require phpstudios/core

Admin Configurations
Vendor(s) can modify some configurations for this feature as per their need.
To achieve this,
• Log in to the admin panel with the admin user.
• Click the PHPSTUDIOS admin dashboard menu item.
• Beneath Order Note, click Configuration.
• You will be seeing this configuration.

•

Order Note State On The Checkout Page: It can be expanded, collapsed, or without
expand/collapse.

•

Show Order Note in the Customer Account? Keep this configuration to Yes if you want your
customer to see what he sent in the order note.

•

Maximum Characters Length (limit): If you want to limit the character’s length of the order note,
you can give it here. Otherwise, leave empty for no character limit.

Key Features
Maximum Characters Length (limit):
If the vendor will add a limit of the order note in the backend configurations, it will not let the
customer write more characters than the limit.

If the vendor will keep the characters limit empty, the customer will be able to write any number of
characters in the order note.

Order Note State:
If the Order Note State On The Checkout Page configuration is set to Collapse, it will reflect the
frontend like the image below. In this case, the customer will have to expand the order note block first,
then write the note with the order.

If the Order Note State On The Checkout Page configuration is set to Expand, it will reflect the
frontend like this.

If the Order Note State On The Checkout Page configuration is set to Without collapse/expand,
it will reflect the frontend like this.

If a customer writes some note to the vendor and places the order:

The vendor can see the customer’s order note in the Orders grid and can follow the instructions
accordingly.

The vendor can also check the customer’s order note on the Orders view page and can follow
the instructions accordingly.

If the vendor will allow the customer to view the order note in the dashboard order view page by
selecting Show Order Note in the Customer Account? Configuration to Yes, the customer will also be
able to view it in the dashboard order view page.

Installation via Composer
•

Please run the following command
composer require phpstudios/core
composer require phpstudios/order-note

•

Update the composer if required
composer update

•

Please run the following commands to enable the module
php bin/magento module:enable PHPStudios_Core
php bin/magento module:enable PHPStudios_OrderNote
php bin/magento setup:upgrade
php bin/magento cache:clean
php bin/magento cache:flush

•

If your website is running in product mode the you need to deploy static content and
then clear the cache
php bin/magento setup:static-content:deploy
php bin/magento setup:di:compile

This extension is compatible with all the versions of Magento 2.3.* and 2.4.*. Tested on
multiple instances i.e. 2.3.7 and 2.4.3 CE and EE.

Support
We assure you to provide best support services as soon as possible for us. Moreover, we can
customize the extensions based on your needs. For further details, please contact us at:
techsupport@phpstudios.com

